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Santos proposes new superior transaction with QGC
Under a proposal announced by Santos today, Santos would require Queensland Gas
Company Limited (“QGC”) to establish a new ASX-listed company to boost the development
of Queensland’s coal seam gas industry.
Under the proposal, Santos would pay QGC shareholders $1.30 per share in cash for all of
their shares in return for the acquisition of QGC’s Undulla Nose coal seam gas assets in
south-east Queensland.
In addition, QGC shareholders would also receive shares on a one-for-one basis in a ‘New
QGC’ that would own a number of QGC’s existing highly prospective tenements. The ‘New
QGC’, led by the current QGC board and management team, would focus on immediately
commercialising these coal seam gas assets.
Santos believes that the indicative value of the ‘New QGC’ would be in the order of $0.50 per
share, which together with the $1.30 cash consideration per share implies total consideration
of around $1.80 per share. This is above the midpoint of the “per share” control valuation
determined by QGC’s independent expert in the AGL Energy Explanatory Memorandum
released today. If Santos and QGC proceed to implement the proposal, Santos expects that
a further independent expert’s report would be commissioned to provide QGC shareholders
with both a valuation range for the ‘New QGC’ shares and the entire consideration payable
under the proposal.
Santos believes that its proposal is superior to the current AGL Energy proposal and, unlike
that proposal, gives QGC shareholders an opportunity to exchange all of their shares at an
attractive price. It would deliver substantially more cash to QGC shareholders than under the
AGL Energy proposal and also provides QGC shareholders with continued participation in
the future of ‘New QGC’.
Managing Director, John Ellice-Flint, said Santos’ proposal would provide QGC shareholders
an opportunity to dispose of their shares at an attractive price and gain an exposure to a
dynamic new entity that would play a key role in the accelerated development of further coal
seam gas reserves.
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“Santos’ proposal draws on the skills, drive and experience of Richard Cottee and his team at
QGC which has a proven track record in developing Queensland’s coal seam gas industry. It
would also benefit from unique commercial agreements with Santos, which would be
designed to maximise ‘New QGC’s’ prospects of success,” Mr Ellice-Flint said.
“We are confident the ‘New QGC’ would increase commercialisation opportunities and result
in greater volumes of coal seam gas being brought to Eastern Australian markets at an
earlier stage than would otherwise be the case under the AGL proposal involving QGC,” he
said.
Santos’ proposal follows confidential discussions with QGC and is subject to reaching
agreement on the transaction documentation (including satisfactorily completing due
diligence and a definitive merger implementation agreement) and approval by the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission (“ACCC”) and QGC shareholders.
Santos has made this announcement at this time to facilitate the public element of the ACCC
review process. Santos will shortly provide a public submission to the ACCC which
summarises the key features of the proposal in order to facilitate the expected public market
enquiry process.
Santos’ existing offer for QGC of $1.26 cash per share will be allowed to lapse next week.
The ‘New QGC’ would have a diverse portfolio of assets with potential for near term revenue
generation as well as longer term upside.
It is proposed that the ‘New QGC’ would commence with an accelerated programme to
develop an economic interest in 60 petajoules (PJ) of gas and is well placed to realise the
longer term benefits associated with the ownership of more than 50% of the original gas in
place and 70% of the acreage currently attributable to QGC.
Assets of the ‘New QGC’ would include 100% of ATP 621P and a 70% equity interest in ATP
651P, both of which QGC has publicly stated have the potential to be the next Undulla Nose.
Santos intends that the ‘New QGC’ would have sufficient cash available to adequately exploit
its asset base by subscribing to a share placement, giving Santos a 30% shareholding in the
new entity for an investment of approximately $40 million, or 20 cents per share.
The value of Santos investment at 20 cents per share represents a discount to the indicative
value of 50 cents per share for ‘New QGC’ shares in recognition that Santos is also
contributing:
¾ A right for ‘New QGC’ to sell up to 60 PJ of gas to Santos.
¾ Additional assistance to facilitate gas sales to third parties by the ‘New QGC’.
¾ Transitional services arrangements.
¾ Assistance with access to drilling rigs.
¾ Access to plant and pipeline infrastructure.
¾ Assistance with obtaining consents to construct and operate a pipeline connecting to
the Roma to Brisbane pipeline as required.
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Santos believes the proposal is demonstrably more attractive to QGC shareholders than
AGL’s proposal announced on 5 December 2006:
¾ The total implied ‘per share’ consideration to QGC shareholders under Santos
proposal is 25% higher than the placement/ buyback price under the AGL proposal;
and
¾ Santos’ proposal has the potential to create further significant value for QGC
shareholders through the focussed commercialisation of QGC’s high quality acreage
portfolio outside the Undulla Nose.
It is envisaged the proposal would be effected by a demerger and scheme of arrangement,
and thus would be subject to QGC shareholder approval.

Details of Santos’ Proposal
The details below are a summary of certain key elements of Santos’ proposal. Further
information will be provided if and when Santos and QGC enter into binding transaction
documentation.
Assets to be acquired by Santos for $1.30 cash per QGC Share
Undulla Nose permits/ licences and related assets, including ATP 610P Bellevue, ATP 620P,
ATP 632P (portion relating to the Undulla Nose), ATP 676P S1, ATP 676P S2, PLA 211
Berwyndale, PL 201 Berwyndale South, PLA 212, PLA 180 Lauren, PL 179 Argyle (1), PL
229 Argyle (2), PL 228 Kenya, ATP 648P (subject to certain arrangements as outlined below)
and a 15% equity interest in ATP 651P, inclusive of all related infrastructure, licences and
property.
‘New QGC’ Board Representation
Santos would not require Board representation on the ‘New QGC’ as a condition of its
proposal, but would seek to have contractual rights to ‘New QGC’ Board representation in
limited agreed circumstances.
Standstill Agreement
Santos would agree to enter into a standstill arrangement that would limit Santos’ ability to
increase its shareholding in ‘New QGC’ beyond 30% for two years following the transaction,
other than in specific agreed circumstances. The ‘New QGC’ would agree not to undertake
any capital raisings that would have the effect of diluting Santos’s percentage interest in ‘New
QGC’, without offering Santos the right to participate in the capital raising in order to maintain
its percentage interest.
ATP 648P Arrangements
Whilst Santos would hold title to ATP 648P, ‘New QGC’ would gain an economic interest in
the first 60 PJ from ATP 648P discovered in the three year period from the establishment of
‘New QGC’, such that ‘New QGC’ could accelerate reserves upgrades and receive the
economic benefit of the production.
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Conditions
The proposal will be subject to agreed conditions to be specified in the documentation to be
agreed between parties, including ACCC, Court and QGC shareholder approvals as
necessary, and other usual conditions for scheme of arrangement transactions.
Total Santos Cash Outlay
Santos’ total cash outlay of around $710 million to effect the proposed transaction consists
of:
¾ $1.30 per QGC share (assuming that further shares in QGC will be issued to Sentient
in accordance with the proposal announced by QGC on 5 December 2006); and
¾ a total of around $40 million in cash payable to the ‘New QGC’ under a share
placement pursuant to which Santos will acquire a 30% shareholding in ‘New QGC’.
Map attached.
Ends
Santos stock symbols: STO (Australian Securities Exchange), STOSY (NASDAQ
ADR), Ref #82-34 (Securities Exchange Commission)
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